Our Work

Students for Sensible Drug Policy is a grassroots network of thousands of students and young people across the globe advocating for sensible drug policies in their communities, on their campuses, and at the state and national levels. Supported by a small team based in Washington, D.C. USA and Vienna, Austria, our members are fighting for drug policies based in science, public health, compassion, reason, and justice.

While the global War on Drugs has been waged in the name of protecting young people and ending drug misuse, its harmful policies have interrupted too many of their lives through imprisonment, overdose, inadequate drug education, and exposure to the violence inherent in an underground market -- costs paid inordinately by people and communities of color. Students for Sensible Drug Policy has a better answer: we're building the movement for justice, safety, and education to answer the problems of drug misuse. With groundbreaking empowerment tools, a network of advocates across the US and the globe, and no sense of the impossible, we're taking on the toughest problems with revolutionary approaches. Students for Sensible Drug Policy is unique in that while we are dismantling the War on Drugs and replacing it with sensible drug policies, we are building future leaders. A gift to SSDP is an investment in a future where human rights, justice, compassion, and science fuel our leaders and our policies.

Corporate Giving Levels

Students for Sensible Drug Policy's corporate sponsors pledge at one of the four following levels on a monthly or annual basis. These unrestricted funds support Students for Sensible Drug Policy's day-to-day operations, staff and team, and infrastructure to continue to train, educate, and mobilize our chapters and youth members. Sensible Society members are committed to helping SSDP build a more sensible and sustainable future.

Sensible Sustainer ($100/month or $1,200+ annually)

Benefits

- Logo feature on our affiliates page
- Job listings on our careers page and in our newsletter where your job opportunities will reach thousands of talented students, new graduates, and young professionals with a wide range of skill sets and career preparation for the cannabis industry and the psychedelic science and therapy fields
- Permission to use the SSDP Sensible Society badge on your website and materials

Sensible Sponsor ($400/month or $5,000+ annually)

Benefits

- Logo feature on our affiliates page
- Job listings on our careers page and in our newsletter where your job opportunities will reach thousands of talented students, new graduates, and young professionals with a wide range of skill sets and career preparation for the cannabis industry and the psychedelic science and therapy fields
- Permission to use the SSDP Sensible Society badge on your website and materials
- Feature your product or services in our monthly newsletter under the “member givebacks” section
- Social media shoutouts, with a reach of up to 50,000 viewers
Sensible Superstar ($800/month or $10,000+ annually)

Benefits
- Logo feature on our affiliates page
- Job listings on our careers page and in our newsletter
- Permission to use the SSDP Sensible Society badge on your website and materials
- Feature your product or services in our monthly newsletter under the “member givebacks” section
- Social media shoutouts, with a reach of up to 50,000 viewers
- VIP access to SSDP events
- Free SSDP t-shirt or merchandise of your choice

Esteemed Trustees ($25,000+ annually)

Benefits
- Logo feature on our affiliates page
- Job listings on our careers page and in our newsletter
- Permission to use the SSDP Sensible Society badge on your website and materials
- Feature your product or services in our monthly newsletter under the “member givebacks” section
- Social media shoutouts, with a reach of up to 50,000 viewers
- VIP access to SSDP events
- Free SSDP t-shirt or merchandise of your choice
- Listed as sponsor for all SSDP events
- Annual acknowledgement in an SSDP email blast

Ways to Give

Make a one-time gift directly through our website
Gifts of any amount can be made directly through our website.

Make a monthly gift directly through our website
Make a monthly gift through our website as a Sensible Sustainer, Sensible Sponsor, Sensible Superstar, or Esteemed Trustee

Through the mail
Donations via check can be received by mail. This is the only method for which we do not incur any processing fees. Make your check payable to “Students for Sensible Drug Policy Foundation” and send it to SSDP, 2370 Champlain St NW, ste 12, Washington, DC 20009

By phone
Donations via phone are processed using your credit card information through the same system that we use to take online donations through our website. Call us at 202-393-5280 to make a donation over the phone.

In securities
Please call 202-393-5280 or email ssdp@ssdp.org to receive securities transfer instructions.

By wire transfer
Please call 202-393-5280 or email ssdp@ssdp.org to receive wire instructions.

With bitcoin
Make a gift of any amount via Bitpay